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Dry cut saw makita

Top reviews Latest Top reviews 03-20-2011, 09:43 #1 I received Amazon 2 weeks ago. I was cutting a lot of supplies today. This is much better than any other I've used to cut saws, saws, saws and steel pipes. Annex 1279 See how precise this saw can cut. App appr to 1278 This part is 1/32 thick. Additional 1277 Hobart Handler 175
Hobart Iron Man 230 reel gun Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 52 Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible future addition: Lincoln Invertec V311 or Miller Dynasty 350 or ??? 03-21-2011, 02:02 #2 I have heard a lot about these dry cut saws recently. I would take one of these on a corroding chop saw any day! Completed Midwest Technical Institute
40 weeks welding /pipefitting school!! Lincoln Joins Land Community College - Computer Programming Degree 03-21-2011, 06:26 #3 wonder how to hold your computer up to the knife?? Completed Midwest Technical Institute 40 weeks welding /pipefitting school!! Lincoln joins Land Community College - Computer Programming Degree
03-21-2011, 06:50 #4 I saw something similar to Monster Garage, or something similar. So isn't it as simple as changing the blade on the saw? 03-21-2011, 01:15 #5 Actually no. These Toungsten Carbür tip (TCT) saws rotate at a relatively slow speed compared to a normal circular or chopping saw. Most run about 1400-1750rpm if the
traditional Makita can be as fast as 5800 rpm. PowerTig 225LX PowerCool W300 PowerPlasma 60S Miller 140 MIG 03-23-2011, 04:29 #6 I wonder how he is holding a knife originally published by Oxide00?? My friend uses his diary in an angle-cutting shop to think 1/8 for cooler stands, his knives last about 2 months. Usually one of your
guys hits it too fast and smashes the knife. I borrowed his for a weekend before I bought it, I cut 120+ pieces of 0,083 wall pipes and was cutting fast in the last piece as well as his knife first. My knife still looks new after 50ish cuts so far. I'm not forthing the knife, I just let the weight of my hand/arm put pressure on the cut. A cut with 2x2
material takes a whole 12 to 14 seconds. Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 52 Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible future addition with Hobart Handler 175 Hobart Iron Man 230 reel gun: Lincoln Invertec V311 or Miller Dynasty 350 or ??? 03-23-2011, 04:31 #7 Originally published by Reidy blaz'n I saw something similar that I think is Monster
Garage, or something like that. So it's as simple as changing the knife on the saw? Open real commercial units at 50 rpm with just a cooler system. Makita and DeWalt saws run from 1400 to 1500 RPM; When the chop saws turn on about 3500 RPM, they will melt the braze holding carbür teeth on the blade. Hobart Handler 175 Hobart
Iron 230 makara tabancası Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 52 Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible Possible also: Lincoln Invertec V311 or Miller Dynasty 350 or ??? 03-23-2011, 01:19 #8 maximum size you can cut with One? I looked at one of them and saw milwaukee skill type metal 03-23-2011, 03:29 PM #9 FEATURES Blade diameter: 12
Arbor: 1 Max. cutting capacities: 90Â ° 4-1/2; 45Â ° 3-1/2 No load speed: 1,300 rpm Amps: (115V) 15.0 Total length: 20-1/4 Net weight: 41.9 lbs. Thermal Dynamics Cut Cutmaster 52 Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible future addition with Hobart Handler 175 Hobart Iron Man 230 reel gun: Lincoln Inver Vtec 311 Miller or ??? Dynasty 350 or
??? 04-07-2011, 05:21 #10 Sometimes the sun will not shine on the back of this dog just for nuthin' in the Minneapolis area local vehicle warehouse puts closeout items up to evert SAT as well as a port freight with GOOD vehicles. usually mix a pair of big ticket items. they didn't scratch anyway sold a Milwaukee version of this saw for just
$325.00, but I saw the thin slice, I would have found a way. Just curiousness, how much did Makita cost? Miller Dialarc 250 ESAB Migmaster250 Smith Heavy Duty OXY/ ACETYLENE outfit Arcair carving set 04-07-2011, 05:34 #11 really if this saw was a composite minye version. Its a royal pain in the back to cut into a compound misty
misty with a chop saw. Her sucks when you have to spend half an hour trying to make 1 cut. Everlast lx225 Hobart Handler 210 reel gun Hobart Stickmate LX Thermal Arc 40 amp Northern Tools plasma torch 130 chicago electric tig welder 90 amp chicago electric heat mig 10-22 Grizzly lathe 15-5.5 Grizzly vertical end mill needs beautiful
TIG machine. Drooling on The PowerTig 250ex 24-08-2011, 12:29 #12 Not a Makita but recently took a northern vehicle dry cut for including $250.00 shipping. Fit and finish perfect and cuts 4 x 1/4 C channel steel like butter. Dry saws are the only way. It's much better if the fiber knife sees it. Tim Powerplasma 50 Miller 211 autoset
Northern industrial dry cut Hobart 11 KW gene welder AO torch 04-08-2011, 02:51 #13 Originally sent by Mikeymetal..... Just curiousness, how much did Makita cost? $430 free shipping Hobart Handler 175 Hobart Iron Man 230 reel gun Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 52 Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible future addition: Lincoln Invertec V311
or Miller Dynasty 350 or ??? 04-08-2011, 02:52 #14 Originally published by welderdude If this saw was a compound miser version. Its a royal pain in the back to cut into a compound misty misty with a chop saw. Her sucks when you have to spend half an hour trying to make 1 cut. Evolution makes a compound minye saw that uses 10
blades. Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 52 Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible future addition with Hobart Handler 175 Hobart Iron Man 230 reel gun: Lincoln V311 or Miller Miller 350 or ??? 04-08-2011, 03:58 #15 add to this topic. I bought a Lenox steel cutting knife at 10 with a 5/8 arbor. The knife cost about $90. I used it on my standard Ryobi
chop saw from Home Depot. He drove under 20 cuts. I used the knife to swallow a few pieces of pipe, then a few aluminum fuel rails. After that, the knife made a partial steel cut and then just come out cutting all together. People told me it was because I used an iron metal iron cutting knife that I didn't have. People told me it was ridiculous
and that my standard Ryobi was turning too fast for this type of knife. They make these knives to fit in daily saws. Our milwakee circular saw at work had the same type of 7.5 blades. They worked just fine until we tried to cut some iron. Iron is no. Is your story moral? I don't know what broke my knife but you can find the answer in the
sentences above I wrote... 04-08-2011, 05:11 #16 Thankyou A/C man, I think I found the next investment. Here's a video of it. Http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkPAg...eature=related Everlast lx225 Hobart Handler 210 reel gun hobart Stickmate LX Thermal Arc 40 amp Northern Tools plasma torch 130 chicago electric tig welder 90 amp
chicago electric heat mig 10-22 Grizzly lathe 15 -5.5 Grizzly vertical end mill needs beautiful TIG machine. PowerTig 250ex 250ex 04-08-2011, 10:29 pm #17 Originally published by DiaboicZ on drooling I used home depot saw my standard Ryobi chop. He drove under 20 cuts. I used the knife to swallow a few pieces of pipe, then a few
aluminum fuel rails. After that, the knife made a partial steel cut and then just come out cutting all together. People told me it was because I used an iron cutting knife on non-iron metal. I wanted people to tell me that it was ridiculous and that it was because my standard Ryobi was turning too fast for this type of knife. You should not use a
standard 'wood use' chopping saw for metal simply by replacing a metal type blade. It is true that people who told you that 'wood saw' type equipment RPM is too fast for a metal knife. Speed is not your friend when dealing with 'hard' things. Slow smooth and smooth fast ... Last edit ASE_MasterTech; 04-08-2011 at 10:34 PM. -business-
Miller Dynasty 200DX Miller Syncrowave 350 MillerMatic 250 (several) Millermatic 350 Miller Bobcat 250 (Service Truck) Lincoln AC225 (many) Miller Spectrum 625 Plasma (several) -Home- Everlast PP256 Long Life 256PI smooth, fast smooth. 04-09-2011, 03:39 HMM #18 I invest in the next vehicle everlast i-mig 200 96 gmc extended
taxi truck 350 rwhp daily 289,000 miles 88 jeep cherokee custom built by me for everything.built by me for everything.one day I will be finished 14 bolts, rear found 231/205 doubler 04-09-2011, 04:24 #19 I just don't understand why cold-cut chop saw's abrasive saw is much more money. I know the blades look ridiculous because they cost
about $100 but $200 is a corring and $500 cold cut is basically just the same different rpm engine. Hobart 140 mig Century 300 amp AC stick PP256 Oxy-Accetylene torch saw milwaukee 14 chop evolution compound minye cold cut 04-09-2011, 01:47 PM #20 Originally published by ryanfull I just saw why cold cut chop saw abrasive is
much more money. I know the blades look ridiculous because they cost about $100 but $200 is a corring and $500 cold cut is basically just the same different rpm engine. The added cost is due to gear reduction. The engine rotates at high speed and gears reduce gazebo speed and increase torque. Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 52
Makita Cold Cut Saw Possible future addition with Hobart Handler 175 Hobart Iron Man 230 reel gun: Lincoln Invertec V311 or Miller Dynasty 350 or ??? ???
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